Purpose: Sensitivity analysis offers a good guideline for designing energy conscious buildings, which is fitted to a specific building configuration. Sensitivity analysis is, however, still too expensive to be a part of regular design process. The One-at-a-time (OAT) is the most common and simplest sensitivity analysis method. This study aims to propose a reasonable ground that the OAT can be an alternative method for the variance-based method in some early design scenarios, while the variance-based method is known adequate for dealing with nonlinear response and the effect of interactions between input variables, which are most cases in building energy simulations.
Introduction
It is well known that design decisions made during early building design phase greatly impact on the energy performance of the designed building. For more responsive and reliable decisions, using building energy simulation becomes an industry de-facto standard design process; after initial mass study, designers try to find the most energy saving design options over continuous simulation experiments by various design options. Often selecting model parameters and their design options follow the design guidelines [1] . However, there are no universal priority of energy sensitive parameters; a set of energy sensitive parameters varies upon climate, building type, building shape, range of design alternatives, etc.
Sensitivity analysis offers a good guideline that is fitted to a specific building configuration. Although designers know the merit of sensitivity analysis, they don't have enough time for doing sensitivity analysis in every design situation, as well as only simulation experts trained with statistical background can produce reliable sensitivity analysis. Therefore sensitivity analysis is still too expensive to be a part of regular design process. 
Sensitivity analysis for building energy simulations
Sensitivity analysis is to identify how different types and 
OAT method
As its name indicates, the model response is measured for each change of each model parameter while the other parameters keep hold, i.e., there is no simultaneous change of multiple parameters, thus no detection of the presence of interactions between input. The OAT typically proceeds as follows:
Step 1: Change the value of a model parameter from its base value while keeping the others at their base value.
Step 2: When exploring the space of the first model parameter is complete, it is set to its base value back. And then repeat for each of the other model parameters in the same manner.
Step 3 Since moving one value of model parameter at a time saves a lot of computational effort and also gives very intrinsic perception of "how it goes" to the evaluator, the OAT is often preferred by evaluators because of its high practicality.
In many cases of sensitivity analysis of building energy model in the design context, values of model parameters tend to be discrete. Ÿ Typically used in a preliminary analysis to filter out uninfluential model parameters for shake of analysis simplification.
Elementary effect [2] Regression Ÿ Fitting a linear regression to the model response using standardized regression coefficients. Ÿ Multiple linear regression is often employed. 
Variance-based method
The Variance-based method measures sensitivity across the whole input space dealing with nonlinear response, and the effect of interactions between input variables, thus it is a global sensitivity analysis; the "sensitivity" is calculated by the normalized variance of the model response for a specific input variable and "effect" is calculated by decomposing the variance into fractions which can be attributed to inputs or a certain set of inputs.
Decomposing the variance assumes the model is a function Y = f(X), where X is a set of input variables {X 1 , X 2 , …, X n } and Y is the model response. Also the inputs are assumed to be independent and uniformly distributed within the input space, which is to ensure the generality. Then f(X) can be decomposed such as:
where f 0 is a constant, f i is a function of X i , and f ij is a function of X i and X j . 
Comparison of the OAT and the Main effect index
While the OAT could be the simplest method of sensitivity analysis, the Variance-based method requires a quite large effort for data preparation and computational expense. This study aims at finding out an opportunity that the OAT can be used alternatively in some design situations such as early design phases. For this experiment, the test set is configured as follows.
Test configuration
An ideal five story office building with 1500 m 2 (50m x 30m) of each floor area is selected for simulations as depicted as in Figure   1 . Initially the 50m long side is set to face the South (thus the other side faces the North). It is a regular office operating from 8am to 
Comparison of the OAT and Main effect indices
Model parameters that are known as "building energy contributors" and typically being decided in the pre-schematic and schematic design phase are selected, and also their design options considering actual industry practices in the U.S. are chosen. These parameters and options are listed in Table 2 .
With the EUIs calcuated using the base model and its variants in Table 2 , the delta EUIs, i.e., the difference between the base EUI and the alternative EUI, for three site cases are calculated and depicted in Figure 2 Table   3 and then compared to the OAT ranks.
In Table 3 , it is observed that parameters in the upper rank (from 1st to 5th) by the OAT do not much differ from those by the Main effect index. As expected, reducing both internal and external heat gains seems to be the most urgent design action in hot climate (represented by Miami, FL). HVAC performance and reducing heat loss seems to be the most urgent design action in cold climate (represented by Chicago, IL). For San Francisco, CA with mild winter, thus almost no heating required, reducing both internal and external heat gains seems to be the most urgent to reduce cooling energy of an office building in summer.
Considering the design practice that designers would choose the most energy saving design option first and/or would more concern the most energy sensitive design parameter, this rank similarity between two sensitivity analysis methods seems to be acceptable in the early design phase.
Discussion and Conclusion
This paper presents a pilot study to demonstrate the OAT can be an alternative for the Variance-based method in the early design phase. As the study is still in its initial stage, some limitations still need to be mentioned;
1) The Total Effect index that takes into account of a serious interaction between model parameters need to be tested against the 
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